Senate asks for co-eds

The Student Senate met last night in the Student Center at 5:30 p.m. The theatre at LaFortune passed through three motions concerning co-eds. The first motion called for a girls' cheerleading campaign to be continued, and passes and substitutes authoritarian relations do not exist at this University, the motion then stated that its presenters therefore mandate the University and other educational institutions.

The passage of this motion, the senate will now send copies of it to both the President of the University and the Board of Trustees. The bill will also be studied further by the Student Life Committee and the Student Senate, in conjunction with the Student Life Council. The second motion was introduced by Senator Bob Arnot. The motion stated "that any and all candidates whose total campaign expenditures is in excess of an arbitrary $10 over the set limit shall be immediately and unequivocally disqualified."

Col. John Lavin, head of Army ROTC at the Notre Dame, confirmed the rumored cancellation of the annual Presidential review. In an interview last Friday, Col. Lavin explained that due to changes in curriculum ROTC drills did not begin this year after Christmas break as they have in the past years. The Army ROTC group doesn't expect to begin drilling until mid or late March. This will not give the combined ROTC units of the Air Force, Navy, and Army time to co-ordinate their drilling.

Col. Lavin stated that "Senators run our leadership labs. They hand in their schedule suggestions for approval and then proceed from there. We have no control over the drills, they recommended that because of lousy weather no drills be held. We'll make it up by slightly longer drill periods this Spring." The cancellation of the Presidential review works on a triangular basis, divided among the three ROTC units at Notre Dame. The Army takes charge of the first night in the Student Amphitheatre, the second resolution, that of the Student Life Council at its final meeting for this semester.

This series of four resolutions was based around this week's SLC meeting and it dictated the creation of constitutions for each hall, was summed up by the following: "This should be made clear that each student must be responsible for not only obeying all University and hall regulations."

No 5:30 deadline

St. Mary's Student Affairs Committee voted yesterday to do away with the 5:30 a.m. deadline for sign-in. Students signing out after this time will now have to sign for the night cards, fill in the date and time they expect to be in, and indicate either a phone number or a name and address where they can be located.

by Paul Biscoe

Last night the Student Life Council, during a two and a half hour meeting, passed three resolutions concerning student drinking on campus, and parochial housing.

The first resolution states that the rector, together with the assistant rector and student prefects, shall be responsible for "the spiritual, intellectual, social and physical welfare of the hall." The rector shall also adhere to the Hall Council "concerning standards to be observed for the good order of the hall. (and) shall have the authority to act independently to preserve hall welfare, when urgencies so require." The Council also recommends the creation of an office for Student Residence which will be under the Vice President for Student Affairs. The Director of this office will "be called the 'program director,' "programs to secure high professional standards for rectors, prefects and other hall personnel."

2) Work with Hall Council to "secure reasonable uniform educational standards to provide information and otherwise advise and control the operation of these Councils."

3) Establish "...equitable and non-discriminatory policies among students to residence halls, and for approval of off-campus housing."

The second motion was presented by Senators Mike Kendall, John Koch, and Steve Ahern. The declaration of the motion stated that "Since the administration and lay board of trustees effectively control what limited men-women relationships do exist at this University, the move would be to strike against the way the campus is run. The Notre Dame cheerleaders are exclusive, and the girls will not be eligible for Notre Dame monograms. This motion was passed with a 17 to 11 margin. The fourth motion, which was introduced by both Senators William Kurtz and Richard Hunter, concerns the creation of the expense for Student Body Presidential election campaigns.

Richard Hunter, after an announcement that he would receive notices through the mail stating the particulars of the next meeting, adjourned the Senate. The resolution goes on to remind all students of the Student Life Council which states that "No alcoholic beverages shall be sold, bartered, exchanged, provided or furnished, to any person under the age of twenty-one years." In effect, this resolution says that only students over the age themselves may drink on campus, and then only in their rooms or other places. The resolution goes on to "the declaration of the motion...to ensure reasonable uniform educational standards to provide information and otherwise advise and control the operation of these Councils."" The resolution reads as follows: "Envisaging the remodeling program to provide parking and residence halls, the S a t e l i t e Council recommends extension of existing special weekend visiting privileges into residence halls on an experimental basis to all weekends with the following guidelines:

1) No More Parades! ROTC sounds taps for this year's Presidential Review.

The New Democratic Coalition, a political party claiming to have its supporters former Eugene McCarthy and Robert Kennedy people, issued a statement yesterday in which it expressed condemned Father Hesburgh's heralded statement on student dissent. "Probably the most obvious example of this trend is the recent letter from President Hesburgh of Notre Dame which unjustifiably disregards the demonstration for ROTC control at Notre Dame," said the statement. "It is not a matter of cancellation and it doesn't suggest that the review won't be scheduled for next year."

The 5:30 a.m. deadline for sign-in. Students signing out after this time will now have to sign for the night cards, fill in the date and time they expect to be in, and indicate either a phone number or a name and address where they can be located.

(continued on page 22)
Appeals procedures Receive final draft

The Tripartite Appeals Board recently completed a final draft of the procedure for student appeal within that body.

The board’s three members, appointed by a subcommittee of the Student Life Council, consist of student Joseph Rust, faculty member Professor Leo O’Brien, and cleric Father James Flanagan. The Appeals Board is not a trial board, but an alternative for those students who have gone through previous university judicial processes and who wish to appeal the decision.

According to the Tripartite Board, the student who wants to make an appeal must file a notice to the Dean of Student’s office “by the end of the second school day, i.e., 5:00 p.m. after notification of a disciplinary course to take. Father Riehle, however, is not bound by the board’s decision.

Ticket distribution for the presentation and address of the Senior Class Fellow Senator Eugene J. McCarthy.

Dining Halls
5:30—6:30

Your new boyfriend has a new girlfriend?

Think it over, over coffee.
The Think Drink.

FOR YOUR FREE THINK DRINK MAG, AND 766 AND YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS TO
THINK DRINK MAG., DEPT. NN, Box 559, New York, N. Y. 10046.

McGrath names Ed. Dept. head

Sister Rita Mercille C.S.C., has been named chairman of the department of undergraduate education at Saint Mary’s Colle­ge, President R. P. Rev. Mgr. John J. McGrath announced Friday.

Sister Mercille will assume the post March 15. She replaces Sister M. Margarette, C.S.C., who will continue to teach in the education department.

Mgr. McGrath said that in addition to her duties as a Dep­artment chairman, Sister Mercille will begin discussion with officials from the University of Notre Dame on imple­menting the Notre Dame Institute for Studies in Education.

The board will make its decision within one day after the actual appeal proceedings have terminated. The board’s conclusion will be a recommendation to the Dean of Students on the disciplinary course to take. Father Riehle, however, is not bound by the board’s decision.

Council passes hall life

(continued from page 13)

for enforcing the regulations am­ong his fellow students. It is the particular responsibility of the hall staff to enforce the University and hall regulations if and when the students fail to report violations which occur within the hall.”

This was added to emphasize the question of waning "student responsibility" that was the main concern during the meet­ing.

These resolutions, though passed by the Student Life Council, are not yet University policy. They have to be submit­ted to Father Hesburgh for his approval. It is believed that the President will pass the resolutions on to the Board of Trustees for their opinion.

Father Hesburgh could not be reached for comment last night.

Next week the Student Life Council will take up the issue of the "swetching" of the maga­zine Fanzine by Father Edmund Joyce, Vice President of Notre Dame.

Alumni Seminar held

"Catholic Education: the End or the Beginning?" is the theme of the 1969 Notre Dame Alumni Seminar which will be held the first week in March in five major cities, under the co-sponsorship of Notre Dame alumni groups and the University’s Center for Continuing Education.


Father McCluskey, whose recent book, Catholic Education Faces Its Future, is just off the presses, will discuss the nature of religious education, and Father Bartell, whose doctoral thesis at Princeton University and received her doctorate in educational psychology from Notre Dame Uni­versity, N.Y. She has been a member of education and psychology departments of Saint since 1964.

A member of the Urban League, United Negro College Fund, Neighborhood Study Program and Ecumenical Commis­sion of South Bend, Ind., she has traveled throughout the nation as part of a travelling workshop on intergroup rela­tions sponsored by the National Catholic Conference for Inter­racial Justice.

Sister Mercille was a consult­ant to the Job Corps Center at Camp Atterbury, Ind., in 1966, and has directed many area workshops in group dynamics.

Graduate assts. Criticize article

A spokesman for the group of graduate teaching assistants circulating a petition requesting greater privileges and more pay for working assistants issued a statement to the OBSERVER yesterday criticizing a Monday OBSERVER article about their move­ment.

Their statement listed three bases for contention:

1. "The case involving Mr. Resch of the Theology Department is absolutely irrelevant to the present T.A. petition and in no way acted as a catalyst for that movement.

2. "We are in fact asking for a raise of $700 per semester over the base pay of $2100.

3. "The statements and/or actions attributed to Father Biechen and to Professor McCluskey were not fact made by those men and should have been verified through them personally."

Rap letter

(continued from page 1)

While in face of the hyste­ris of student violence.

Toal went on to say Hebsburg was openly pointed to because he is an especially news-worthy item. "I think Father Hebsburg’s statement was basically sound” said Toal.

He added that the NDC was only criticizing Hebsburg, and that the party was not "attack­ing him."
Hesburgh: judge university as it is

NEW YORK (UPI) Universities should not be judged only by the students who graduate today, the Rev. Theodore Hesburgh, president of Notre Dame, said yesterday.

"It seems to me that the university should be judged by what it really is, not what it appears to be," Hesburgh said. "A very, very small minority of faculty and students seem to get 99 percent of the exposure on university life whereas the great majority, the great, great majority, are some of the best and well informed, well dedicated people who really want to change the world for the better."

Hesburgh, appearing on the NBC television show "First Tuesday" taped for showing tonight, repeated his position that students who persist in disrupting university life should be expelled.

"All I was really saying is that anyone or any group who wanted to substitute violence for rational persuasion or mob action for civility should be informed that they are not understanding what a university is all about," Hesburgh said.

The university should, he said, bring "calm and rationality and analysis and dedication and competence to the great problems we face in the world."

Apollo 9 astronauts dock landing craft

SPACE CENTER, Houston (UPI) - The Apollo 9 astronauts linked up in space yesterday with a fragile lunar landing craft to start a 10-hour test of the machinery needed to land men on the moon.

Within three hours after their 11 a.m. EST launch from Cape Kennedy, the spacecraft docked their Apollo with its lunar lander for the first time.

"We're just as excited as the delegates to the Leipzig trade fair, who removed away from violence and discussion long during the conference," said Mr. Crosson at the first docking.

Despite the successful docking and engine firing, the astronauts encountered problems with their instruments.

The launch itself went almost perfectly, however, as the men, fully recovered from their colds that caused a three day delay, rode a Saturn 5 rocket for five and a half minutes.

Supreme Court rules on election laws

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The Supreme Court ruled yesterday that states covered by the 1965 voting rights act may not change their voting laws "in even a minor way" without approval by federal authorities.

The case came in three Mississippi cases and one from Virginia. Both challenged changes to the law, which removed voter registration, matters from control of states with a record of past discrimination.

The court, in a 6-2 decision, held that "in even a minor way" states may not alter voting practices or voter qualifications without submitting the revision either to the U.S. attorney general or to a federal district court in the state of Columbia.

The states had argued that the section covered only those laws that were "clearly discriminatory" and that the states are free to change other voting laws.

Ulbricht refuses German compromise

BERLIN (UPI) East German President Walter Ulbricht dismissed Western conditions for moving the West German presidential election out of West Berlin as "simply ridiculous" yesterday, apparently denying the door shut on any last minute compromise.

Deputy Premier Ulbricht spoke, the Communists made good their threats to tighten the squeeze on the divided city. Jet fighters buzzed its air corridors yesterday and Soviet troop convoys cut across a highway to block a U.S. Army caravan for one hour.

Wary West Berliners began stockpiling staple food goods, drawing a front-page article in one newspaper for displaying "unfounded fear" of the "Communist war of nerves."

The official East German news agency ADN quoted Ulbricht as saying that if the West Germans held their election in Berlin Wednesday "it means that West Germany is continuing the cold war against East Germany."

Ulbricht, who spoke to Soviet delegates to the Leipzig trade fair, said East Germany was prepared only to allow West Berliners to pass through the Berlin Wall for visits during the Easter holidays as its concession.

Should you drink beer straight from the bottle?

If you're on a blanket party or something, carrying along a glass is pretty clumsy. But when it's convenient, we think it's a shame not to use one.

Keeping Budweiser inside the bottle or can is missing half the fun.

Those tiny bubbles getting organized at the bottom of your glass have a lot to do with taste and aroma.

Most beers have carbonation pumped in mechanically. Not Budweiser. We go to a barrel of trouble and expense to let Budweiser create its own bubbles with the natural carbonation of Beechwood Ageing. So you really can't blame us for wanting you to get it at its best, can you?

Just for fun, pour your next four or five bottles of Bud into a glass. If you don't agree that the extra taste, clarity and aroma make a big difference, go back to the bottle.

We won't say another word.

Budweiser is the King of Beers.

(But you know that.)
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Sam hangs it up

NEW YORK (UPI) — Sam Jones, putting in his last season with the Boston Celtics, says he worked for "a pair of dictators.

What's more, he's glad of it. And what's even worse, they're not through yet.

Red Auerbach, who used to coach the Celtics, and Bill Russell, who does now, are the two dictators and when Sam Jones calls them that he means you know he's doing it affectionately.

Sam joined the Celtics 12 years ago, they've won 10 National Basketball Association titles and the one man most responsible for that, says, is Auerbach, then the executive vice-president and general manager of the club.

"Coach Auerbach," says Jones, still using that designation from long habit, "had to handle 12 different personalities and no one did it better. He was a dictator but what he said we went and we never had any problems.

Russell, in his third season as coach of the Celtics and still playing, is a great deal like Auerbach, last year's playoff hero. We came back to win.

"Both have the same type dedication," says the Celtic's veteran backcourt man, "but one different approach. Bill understands his players completely. There are some you can go at and some you have to talk to. He knows which is which."

"How does Bill Russell talk to you?" a gay interjections, "It's loud and mean," laughed Jones. "I'm one of the players he can call black man, I'm a good friend and he's been very helpful to me over the years.

When this season is over, the articulate, 35-year-old Jones will say goodbye to pro ball and get some taste of what Auerbach and Russell have said he can do when he takes over as head basketball coach and athletic director at Federal City College in Washington, D.C. Speaking of that, he laughs some more and says:

"We, the Celtics, hate Red and Bill at times and now I guess the kids will hate me."

Sam Jones doesn't laugh enough when he says he believes the Celtics can still go on to their 11th NBA championship even though they're languishing in fourth place in the league's eastern division and haven't finished this far back in the past 15 years.

"I think we have a chance to win the championship," he says. "Remember when we were down to Philadelphia, three games to one, in the past 15 years.

"I don't think we have any great problem."

Jones.

"It's just that our bench isn't as strong as it used to be. We lost Wayne Embry in expansion and it hurt. He was a fine back-up man for Bill Russell.

"He's a dictator but what he said went and we never had any problems."

"When Sam Jones leaves the Celtics, they will be a little poorer off without him even though he doesn't pretend to be the Sam Jones of five years ago. He has learned, for a first place, he is a dictator but what he said went and we never had any problems.

Jones never said about that deed in the first place and even embarrasses him now when someone talks about it.

"I had much rather talk about his time with the Celtics."

"I feel I've had a wonderful 12 years with them," he says. "I've been on 10 championship teams and I feel a little sorry for those who have never been on even one. Take the Bays and the Red Sox. They have never had the chance."

You have to say one thing about Sam Jones. He made the most of his chance. When he was a little poor in high school and was black and I'm proud of it.

September 28, 1968. College football. Notre Dame versus Ohio. Mid-American Conference versus the home team. The second unit from Notre Dame is stringing its first action of the season.

10 and the Sooners. Power swept. Aimed at Notre Dame left end Tony Capers. Oklahoma fullback Sam Owen misses his block on the halfback with a final burst from the Fighting Irish. Capers was 4-9 2-3 4.

In Ohio. Some meals they didn't all eat. I have a responsibility to make my people aware of their manhood, their woman-ness, of their pride.

Black pride. It is a relatively new concept. A few years ago, the small radio stations were advertising hair straightener for $1.39. If you've ever owned wigs or "naturals" for $29.95. Five years ago, the songs were not "Black is beautiful" or "I'm black and I'm proud."

Collins Jones explains, "Five years ago, the Negro felt he had to make himself equal to whites, that he had to be as good as they were. We had to prove that thing together.

It is this black pride that Capers exhales like few others. He recalls, "It used to be 'Whitey's World' and a black man had to sell out his race if he wanted to make money.

The Negro section, you didn't go over to another street or you'd get out up.
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The Negro section, you didn't go over to another street or you'd get out up. Now when I go home, nobody says, 'Hey man, what street you from?' Everybody's together now.
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